Equation (20) relates the input crank length to the selected length AJAZ or AC. It also serves to indicate that the relative size of the links is a function only of the desired crank adjustment angle. Thus AC may be scaled up or down, but if -remains fixed, then AAM and the other links will be scaled up or down by a like amount.
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The result of equation (20) is plotted in Fig. 14 , and may be used to further visualize the nature of the three position mechanism for a desired It may also be used to find AA0I for the construction of the mechanism.
Closure
Although each of the three design procedures will yield a mechanism for the chosen specifications, there are several factors that must be considered before the derived mechanism can be deemed useful. First, if the crank length is inordinately short when compared with the other links or with the distance from A to C, then large torque multiplications can occur if a load is to be placed at C. Second, if the minimum transmission angle becomes prohibitively small, then force transmission through the mechanism becomes inefficient. Third, since the straight-line paths are only exact for the initial design position, their quality and length for crank rotation are not immediately known. Finally, the mode of operation of the mechanism may turn out to be either crank-lever, double-lever, or drag link in the different adjustment positions. However, since oidy a few coupler points corresponding to positions near the original crank location will trace the desired approximate straight line, full rotation of the crank is not essential to its generation.
Once a mechanism configuration has been established, each of the foregoing must be checked to insure that it will indeed be compatible with the designer's constraints. Adjustable mechanisms play an important role in design. Achieving varied outputs from one set of "hardware" with simple adjustments is a definite advantage in engineering design. The designer needs to have ingenuity, keen observation and a thorough understanding of both theory and the practical application for his designs.
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In light of these comments, it might be added that the design technique presented suggests the additional challenge of finding a more general solution for the intersection of three inflection circles at a point.
